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Our Summer Edition!!
Featuring many images captured by NPC
members. What a GREAT way to be
spending these summer days!!

Cobourg’s Canada Day Fireworks Display:
Photo Credits - Upper left: Bob Robertson, middle: Bob Robertson, Upper right: Debbie Funchion
Lower left: Russ Donaldson, right: Russ Donaldson
-
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NPC Library: In order to enhance this resource, steps are
being taken to ensure all members are aware of its contents
and what it provides, and also, to ensure that all material is
meaningful, relevant and up to date. Dave Hoskins is
responsible for the library and will submit reviews each month
for inclusion in this newsletter. In addition, anyone else
wishing to do so can submit a review to him at
hoskinsd@sympatico.ca for the Monitor. Let him know, also,
if you find material that is no longer needed in the library. Over
time, books and magazines that are not relevant or up to date
will be removed from the library to make room for new
additions. With everyone’s help, we can continue to have a
unique library of photographic information.
“The Hunter”
(above image submitted by David O’Rourke)

These two images, above, were submitted by Alasdair Gillespie, who writes:

While in Glasgow, Scotland, I snapped these photos of orchids at the Botanical Gardens. The next photo is a
sunset in Glasgow with some mysterious looking clouds. The other photos were taken of the two bridges over the
Firth River. The first Forth Bridge, built for the railway, was completed in 1890. When completed, this cantilever
bridge was considered the 8th Wonder of the World. At least 73 deaths were known to have occurred during
construction of the bridge.

(AG)

(AG)
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BIG BROTHERS/ BIG SISTERS ANNUAL GARDEN TOUR….. submitted by Russ Donaldson

Greetings fellow NPC members!
As promised and promoted at our last two
meetings the Annual Big Brothers Big Sisters
Garden tour was held Sunday June 27th. It was
indeed a unique chance to capture photographs
of some of the most spectacular gardens in
Northumerland County. The 8 properties were
outstanding and the tour was probably a once
in a lifetime opportunity. I took well over 100
frames as there was an exciting image to be
captured at every turn. I spotted many of our

members in attendance and I really look
forward to seeing what they trained their
lenses on in comparison to mine.
I have included a few of the floral gems that caught my eye, but then there was so much, it was difficult to zero in
on everything and still get to visit all 8 locations. I hope you are all having a wonderful summer and that your picture
taking opportunities are many! ( Russ Donaldson )

(RD

(RD)

Bottom photos submitted by Wendy Thorn

(WT)
-

(WT)
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NIKON coolpix 8800 For Sale

Whole set plus Accessories include:
1 X Nikon 8800 8MP Camera Body
2 X Nikon EN-EL7 Battery (1 from Original Set, 1 bought)
1 X Infra Red Remote Control
2 X Installation/ Drivers and Manuals CD
1 X Nikon 8800 Owner's Reference Manual
1 X Nikon 8800 Quick Start Manual
1 X Video Cable to link to TV to watch videos recorded or photos taken
1 X USB Cables to link to PC for Data Transfer
1 X Sandisk 4 gb CompactFlash card …………. Henrys carry case

Read review and the Specs here:
http://www.dcresource.com/reviews/nikon/coolpix8800-review/
You can find it listed variously in the $500 Range. I am selling the whole package for $400.
Alan Morton

905 372 4897 alan.morton@sympatico.ca

Hi Larry
Hope you are having a good summer and taking lots of photos here and there.
I was down at the Cobourg Waterfront Festival on Canada Day (later in the day) and stayed for the fireworks. Here are a few
pictures I took, in case you want to include any of them in the Monitor.
We had a lovely time there and the fireworks were wonderful. I had looked for other club members but couldn’t find anyone,
although they were there somewhere. ( Submitted by Debbie Funchion )

DF
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TORONTO.- Harbourfront Centre
presents the eight emerging
Canadian
photographers who have been
commissioned to take part in the
unique exhibition Beyond
Imaginings.
Eight artists encounter Ontario's Greenbelt. From June 18, 2010 through June 2011, the
photographs of Beyond Imaginings occupy Canada’s largest outdoor photography
exhibition gallery, located at Harbourfront Centre on its 10-acre central waterfront
Toronto site, one of the most visited public sites in all of Canada. Beyond
Imaginings is free and open to all ages.
The eight artists selected to participate in the exhibition are Becky Comber,
Keesic Douglas, Martie Giefert, Mark Kasumovic, Rob MacInnis, Erin Riley,
Meera Margaret Singh, and Garett Walker.
A total of 72 large scale photographs by the eight artists provide glimpses
of various facets of this environmentally protected region, one of the largest
of its type in the world. Each photographer explores one of three aspects
through their work: Natural Beauty, Working the Land and People of the
Greenbelt.
“The eight artists have been at work travelling throughout the Greenbelt,
taking photographs which capture noteworthy aspects of this vast protected
region,” said exhibition curator Patrick Macaulay, Harbourfront Centre’s
Head of Visual Arts. “The process of selecting images and creating the final
exhibition provides a fascinating behind the scenes look into the artists’
experiences, and is part of the exclusive online content we are sharing on
Harbourfront Centre’s UPFRONT blog. ( Beyond Imaginings - submitted by Richard Looye)
Hanna – with her snack!!

Submitted by Russ Mountain
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TALL SHIPS
This image of the beautiful Tall Ship “Europa” was captured at Port
Hope and submitted by NPC member, Bob Bell. Well done, Bob!
Feeling quite annoyed that we had missed this photo opp, Dawn and
I made a hurried trip to Toronto harbor in the hopes that we might
still be able to capture some similar images. We were told that 25 of
these tall ships were sailing the lower Great Lakes this summer and
that 12 were still in the Toronto vicinity. We managed to find two of
them anchored in the harbor. Alas, because of the hundreds of other
curious people on board, we were quite restricted in the images we
could capture. (Larry)

As I walked along the Harbour front wharf, I was excited by the view of the prow,
masts and rigging of the first tall ship, HMS Bounty. I felt removed from the noise of
the crowd and taken to a time long ago when these beautiful ships moved with
grace across lakes and oceans. Upon boarding, my eyes were filled with the
colours and textures of the many ropes and pulleys, all very important tools handled
by skillful sailors of the time. I couldn't help but think of their strength, courage and
risk-taking manoeuvres as I watched a young woman climb the rope ladder to untie
one of the sails. The atmosphere was charged with sea-faring voices as crew
members called out "Ahoy!" to the tourists who were about to step onto the
gangplank and "Make way" to others who were directed around the ship. The sight
of the anchor and the beautifully carved figurehead on the prow reminded me that
these ships had been authentically and lovingly restored. (Text and images by
Dawn Knudsen)

< Larry’s images>
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Several years ago now, Richard Knight exchanged e-mails with many NPC members about
starting a photography club and how we managed things etc. They've come a long way since.
(See below) Regards, Bob
(Susanne Pacey’s image of Bob)

The largest local photography exhibit of the year for Glynn
County is happening this July at the new Glynn Art, located at
529 Beachview Drive [Across from the St Simons Island
Casino]
The Big Photo Show represents the best work of theCoastal
Photographers’ Guild membership. The opening reception
will take place Thursday, July 1st from 5 to 7 PM at the
Gallery. Refreshments will be served. Exhibit on Display
thru July 31st

The Coastal Photographer’s Guild [CPG] was formed as an affiliate of the Glynn Art Association
several years ago and as with many volunteer organizations, membership ebbed and flowed from
great participation to a few passionately active members. Two years ago, with four members, CPG
regrouped and under a determined leadership, the rebuilding began. Leaning on a couple of
other photography clubs as models, CPG created its own program. One club, The
Northumberland Photography Club near Toronto, Canada, had just gone through a renaissance
and had grown from a handful to over seventy members. The Middle Georgia Camera Club
[Macon area] also contributed ideas and even had a field trip to our area. An active and friendly
exchange between the clubs about everything continues. Officially the mission of the Coastal
Photographer’s Guild is: To be an effective, vibrant advocate for all photographers of any skill
level in our community and to provide an opportunity for area members to cultivate photographic
expertise in a supportive, enjoyable atmosphere. Membership includes beginners, serious
amateurs and working professionals; providing great opportunities for networking, questions,
and informal education. The more simple mission expressed by all the CPG members is a
common purpose of learning and having fun. The results of this goal are presented at The Big
Photo Show.For more information, contact Glynn Art 912 638-8770. CPG website:
www.coastalphotographersguild.com or www.glynnart.org (Richard H. Knight,Program Director,

Coastal Photographers’ Guild, St Simons Island, GA)

(More Tall Ship images submitted by Dawn Knudsen)
-
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The Last Word

- Larry Keeley

Although this issue of the Monitor has taken longer to produce, it has also been the most
satisfying. I very much enjoyed working with and inserting the images and written materials
several members submitted. Since we all tend to scatter here and there during our summer
months, sharing our images and short descriptions is one way of maintaining our connections with
other. If you have enjoyed this issue, please send me more of the same for the August edition.

each

The images of the Tall Ships brings out the romantic in me, as well, I suspect, in many of our members. Water has always
been a strong attraction – think of people being lured to the beaches of rivers, lakes and oceans. We may have even
“sprung” from the water but, hey, that’s another story!
While working with these ship images, lines from John Masefield’s poem, Sea- Fever, flitted through my mind. The poet
aptly expresses the sentiments many people feel, especially those who have boats and can get out on the water.
(Reproduced here without permission; however, reproduced nevertheless!) Hope you enjoy it as much as I do.

Sea-Fever By John Masefield

(1878-1967. English Poet Laureate, 1930-1967)
I must go down to the seas again, to the lonely sea and the sky,
And all I ask is a tall ship and a star to steer her by,
And the wheel's kick and the wind's song and the white sail's shaking,
And a grey mist on the sea's face, and a grey dawn breaking.
I must go down to the seas again, for the call of the running tide
Is a wild call and a clear call that may not be denied;
And all I ask is a windy day with the white clouds flying,
And the flung spray and the blown spume, and the sea-gulls crying.
I must go down to the seas again, to the vagrant gypsy life,
To the gull's way and the whale's way where the wind's like a whetted knife;
And all I ask is a merry yarn from a laughing fellow-rover
And a quiet sleep and a sweet dream when the long trick's over.
The Theme Challenges for next year’s program have been e-mailed. Hopefully, some of you have had
opportunities to capture some of these images. The complete program will be inserted in next month’s issue
of this newsletter after it has been approved by the executive members at our next meeting. If you hear of,
or see any great photo ops, please spread the word.
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